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Brand Snapshot
FROM BUSINESS OF
FASHION
"Founded in 1986, Helmut Lang redefined
fashion and style through innovative
tailoring and a deep engagement with
contemporary avant-garde culture.
In 2006, Fast Retailing pivoted the brand
into a successful contemporary business
and enabled global expansion.
In 2015, the brand relaunched with a newly
refined vision for the collection and
introduced a new retail concept at the
brand's Los Angeles flagship on Melrose"

ON
HELMUT
LANG

Essential
garments for
the new avantgarde.
BU S I N E S S OF FAS HION

Helmut Lang History

1979

1986

1997

2000

Helmut Lang
opens his first
studio in Vienna
at 21 years old.

Lang offically
creates his
namesake label
and begins
showing
collections at Paris
Fashion Week.

Lang moves to
New York and
begins showing
at NYFW. Prada
Group buys 51% of
the Helmut Lang
brand.

The CFDA names
Lang Menswear
Designer of the
Year.

2004

2005

2006

2007

Prada Group buys
the remaining
49% of the Helmut
Lang brand.

Lang steps down
from his
namesake label
after creative
differences. He
pursues a career
in fine arts.

Helmut Lang is
aquired by Link
Theory Holdings.

Michael and Nicole
Colovos are
named creative
directors of Helmut
Lang.

2015

2017

2018

2019

Michael and
Nicole Colovos
step down. The
label prepares for
a rebranding.

Isabella Burley is
appointed editor in
residence. Hood by
Air's Shayne Oliver
is Helmut Lang's
first guest designer.

Alix Browne
Helmut Lang
becomes the new returns to NYFW for
editor in residence. the AW19 season.
Mark Thomas and
Thomas Cawson
become creative
directors.

HELMUT LANG'S CONSUMER/TARGET MARKET

MEET MIYA
20 something social media manager in the fashion
industry.
Salary is £30,000 a year.
Comes from an upper class family, money isn't a
stressor.
Interested in fashion, art and travel.
Style is effortlessly cool. It's minimal but edgy. She
loves luxury labels and unique pieces, often mixing
high end with high street. She's an early adaptor to
trends.
Works hard but knows how to have a good time.
Needs wardrobe staples that will go from work to
play.
Lives in Notting Hill but her family has a home in New
York where she spends Holidays.
Well travelled—great at planning last minute trips
around Europe with her friends.
Single and marriage is not on her mind.
Enjoys her single life in London and cannot picture
herself setteling down yet.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Well-established brand in the 90s
Had a cult following
Very specific aesthetic that caters to a certain
customer
Appels to the trendy "cool girl"—most brand's
desired target market
High social following
Carried in many department stores and online
botiques
Falls between high-end and middle-market
Worn by a lot of street-style influencers and
celebrities

Potential to gain more media coverage
Potential to get back on the fashion week schedule
Products and consumer could potentially work well
with a see-now buy-now runway model
Drop model could also potentially work well for the
brand
Potential to collab with high street brands like H&M
to create awareness
Potential to collab with artists
Potential to reestablish a higher end line
Potential for very successful influencer campaigns

Is not as popular as it was in the 90s
Previous loyal customers may have outgrown the
brand's aesthetic
Ownership and creative direction has shifted
constantly in the past few years
Inconsistency with fashion week shows
Lack of brick-and-morter stores
Quality is slightly different from when Helmut Lang
was creative director
Doesn't recieve much press coverage
Is not very innovative—product ranges have
remained consistent since the beginning

Hypebeast brands like Supreme have a huge
power on the "cool-girl" market
Inconsistancy with creative directors could lead to
a future lack of brand identity
Inconsistancy with runway schedule could lead to
people forgetting about the brand
Younger customers may not be familiar with the
brand
Products may be too inexpensive for luxury
customers and too expensive for middle market
customers

THE SHIRT:
Helmut Lang Back
Open Viscose Top.
Found at Selfridges
on 6/18/19.
Retails for £330.00

THE TRY ON

Name: Back Open Viscose Top

ABOUT THE SHIRT

Brand: Helmut Lang
Store: Selfridges (in-store)

Currently unavailable on Selfridge's website
Also Carried At: Lane Crawford (Hong Kong, online), Sense
(online), Farfetched (online), and Nelly (Scandinavia, online).
Available at Hemult Lang's Website in white only.
Fabrication: 100% Viscose
Creation: Made in China
Style: J04HW518

SPEC SHEET

UNIQUE
SELLING
PROPOSITION

D OU BL E DUT Y
Front is conservative so when
layered under a jacket, the
shirt is work appropriate.
Without a jacket, the shirt is
perfect for a night out.

CL AS SIC 9 0S
Feels like wearing a piece of
fashion history since the
inspiration was taken from
early Helmut Lang collections.

COLLECTION:
A/W 19-20

Emphasis on tailoring,
neutrals, and slight
metallics.
Reintroduction of
Helmut Lang Jeans
and use of graphic
tees.
Sheer, cutout,
and open back details.
Majoritly black and
white with a few pops
of color.

ON
A/W '19

Reinterpreting collections that are
now several decades old, the men
behind Helmut Lang’s AW19
collection took their cues from the
era where it all took off: the 90s.
Back then, the German designer
reinvented what fashion meant.
This season, the duo revisit the
boxy outlines, stiff jeans and
immaculate tailoring of the era.

S E L FR I DG E S SAY S

TREND
BOARD

KEY A/W '19 TRENDS
Tailoring
Metallic
Oversize
Sheer Details
Layering
Leather

RANGE
PLAN

Price Range: £120-£545

EVERYONE INVOLVED
FROM CONCEPT TO CONSUMER

PRODUCT
TREND
DESIGNER
DEVELOPMFORECASCreates the initial
ENT TEAM
TER
design concept for
Provides brand
with research to
start designing.

the shirt.

Determines how
to realistically
create the
concept so that it
is wearable.

TEXTILE
DESIGNER
Designs the fabric
for the shirt.

TEXTILE
MANUFACTURE

TEXTILE
WHOLESA
-LER

TEXTILE
BUYER

Creates the textile
used for the shirt.

Sells the shirt
fabric to Helmut
Lang.

Buys all the fabric
Helmut Lang needs Creates the
to produce the
sample to send
shirt.
to factories.

PATTERN
CUTTER

PATTERN
GRADER

PRODCUT
TESTER

OUTSOURING
MANAGER

Creates the
pattern for the
shirt.

Sizes the pattern
based on Helmut
Lang's size
guidelines.

Tests the sample
of the shirt for
wearability before
it gets sent to
production.

Finds factories and
resources needed
to produce the
shirt.

SAMPLE
MACHINIST

SUPPLY
CHAIN
MANAGER
Ensures that all
materials needed
make it to the
factory.

PRODUCTIO
N MANAGER

PRODUCTION
ENGINEER

SEWING
MACHINIST

Oversees
production of the
shirt in the
factory.

Oversees factoy
machinery to
ensure everything i
s working properly.

Sews the shirt
pieces together.

ELASTIC
THREADER

ZIPPER
ATTACHER

Threads the
elastic bands for
the back and
sides of the shirt.

Attaches zipper to
the back to the
top.

PRESSER
Irons, steams and
presses the
constructed shirt.

QUALITY
CONTROL
Inspects quality of
the shirt to ensure it
is ready to leave
the factory.

PACKAGER
Packages the shirt
so it is ready to
leave the factory.

SHIPPING
MANAGER
Ships shirts to
their final
destination based
on orders.

TRANSPORT
MANAGER

EXPORT
MANAGER

WAREHOUS
E MANAGER

Oversees
transportation of
the shirt from the
factory.

Oversees that the
shirt is exported
from China to
warehouses.

Organizes shirts
once they arrive
at the warehouse.

STYLIST

PR TEAM

Styles the shirt for
look book shoots.

Ensures that
buyers are aware
of the collection.

WHOLESALE
COORDINATOR
Meets with buyers
to fill orders for the
shirt.

RETAIL
BUYER

STORE
MANAGER

Buys the shirt
based on their
store's needs.

Oversees visual
merchandiser and
sales associates.
Communicates with
retail corproate about
the shirt.

VISUAL
MERCHANDISER

SALES
ASSOCIATE
Sells the shirt.

Determines how
shirt will be
displayed in retail
stores.

CONSUMER
Buys the shirt.

TIMELINE

FROM CONCEPT TO CONSUMER

WEEK ONE

WEEK TWO

WEEK THREE

Trend Forecasters
meet with design
team. Designers
design the shirt.

Patterns are made. Materials and
Sample is created maunfactoring
and tested.
outreach begins
to find everythig
needed to create
the project.

WEEK SIX
Vendors are
finalized.
Materials,
Patterns, Spec
Sheets and
Samples are sent
to the factory.

WEEK 10

WEEK 11

WEEK 12

WEEK 20

Shirts are finished
and shipped to
warehouse.

Collection is
styled and
photographed for
lookbooks.

Helmut Lang
Wholesale team
meets with retail
buyers orders are
placed for
upcoming season.

Shirts are shipped
from Helmut Lang
warehouse to
retail warehouse.

CONSUMER
BUYS THE
SHIRT!

WEEK 23

WEEK 24

WEEK 25

Shirts arrive in
retail stores and
are stocked.

Visual
merchandiser
plans range plans
for the new
product.

Shirts are placed
on the sales floor.

SOURCING
Fabric, Zipper, Elastic,
Ribbon and Thread
must be sourced from
separate vendors and
sent to the
manufacturer.

MANUFACTURING
Shirt is manufactured in
a factory in China and
shipped back to Helmut
Lang Warehouses to be
distributed.

BUYING
Helmut Lang Wholesale
team sells the shirt to
various retail buyers like
Selfridges.

SELLING
Shirt is sold in store at
Selfridges, online at
various other botiques
including SSense and
Farfetched, and on the
Helmut Lang website.

WHY
SELFRIDGES?
Named the Best
Department Store in the
World and recently
reporting it's 12th year of
steady financial growth,
Selfridges is an aspiration
for many brands looking
to wholesale. It is a great
fit for Helmut Lang
becuase it stocks a range
of similar "street-style"
middle market brands.
Selfridges gives Helmut
Lang exposure to tourists
shopping in store as well
as their target market.

STORE VISITS

L I B E R TY

HAR R OD' S

Only carries very basic
Helmut Lang pieces. The
open back shirt may be
too cutting-edge for
Libery's consumer.

Did not carry Helmut
Lang in Women's
Department. Harrod's
consumer may be a little
too posh to be a Helmut
Lang customer, too.

F E N WI C K

HAR VE Y
N ICHOLS

Does not carry Helmut
Lang. Consumer's style is
too feminine and classic
to be a match for
Helmut Lang.

Carries Helmut Lang but
did not have the shirt.
Pieces from the range
plan at Selfridges were
displayed.

The 7 P's

IN-STORE MARKETING &
PROMOTION

PRODUCT

PRICE

Back Open Viscose
Shirt in Black from
Helmut Lang A/W
'19 collection.

Shirt retails for
£330.00 at
Selfridges.

PLACE

PROMOTION

Shirt is sold in store at
Selfridges and online
through many other
vendors. Sold out on
Selfridges' website.

Shirt does not appear
on runway or print
ads. Helmut Lang is
mostly promoted on
social media.

The 7 P's

IN-STORE MARKETING &
PROMOTION

PACKAGING
Helmut Lang label is very
minimal and simplistic.
When purchased at
Selfridges it is packaged
in the brand's
eyecatching yellow bag.

POSITIONING
Sold near trendy
street style brands
like Off-White,
Christopher Kane,
and Kenzo.

PEOPLE
Younger, trendier
customers and
tourists shopping in

this particlar section
of Selfridges.

WORKS
CITED

https://www.vogue.com/article/vogue-runway-designer-helmut-lang90s
https://fashion-history.lovetoknow.com/fashion-clothingindustry/fashion-designers/helmut-lang
https://www.vogue.co.uk/article/helmut-lang-biography
https://www.heroine.com/the-editorial/helmut-lang-artistic-legacy
https://www.businessoffashion.com/organisations/helmut-lang
https://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/fall-2019-ready-towear/helmut-lang
https://www.numero.com/en/fashion/shayne-oliver-helmut-langhood-by-air-new-york-streetwear#_
https://www.famousfashiondesigners.org/helmut-lang
https://www.selfridges.com/GB/en/features/events/selfridgesnamedbestdepartmentstoreintheworld/
https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2018/10/selfridges/
https://www.vogue.co.uk/article/helmut-lang-aw19
https://hypebae.com/2018/11/helmut-lang-pre-spring-2019-hbxeditorial
https://www.helmutlang.com/helmut-lang-jeans-ed-templeton/
https://hypebeast.com/2019/4/helmut-lang-spring-summer-2019-prefall-campaign-cian-moore
https://www.vogue.co.uk/gallery/autumn-winter-2019-trends
thebusinessoffashion.com
just-style.com
springwise.com
trendwatching.com
thecoolhunter.co.uk
trendhunter.com
trendstop.com
fashionunited.com
WWD
Helmut Lang Social Media

